
07A Floating Bladders 

Floating Oil Bladder LFT C 10 - 226430 

The LFT 10 is a durable floating storage tank 
designed for the storage of recovered oil 
primarily at sea but can also be used on land. 

The LFT 10 Storage bladder is manufactured 
from oil and fuel resistant Urethane / PVC 
blended and coated with high tenacity fabric. The 
entire manufacturing process involves only 
welding therefore offering a much stronger 
alternative to glued or sewed storage bladders. 
All fittings used in the composition of the LFT 10 
are marine grade aluminum. 

Each LFT 10 comes equipped with a tow 
harness for connection to the reinforced nose 
cone, buoys and PVC ball valves. 

The LFT 10 is delivered in its own reinforced box 
providing safe and compact storage. 

A unique feature of the LFT 10 tank is the availability of an optional specialized discharge point that has been 
designed to accept the range of Lamor GTA Submersible pumps for effortless offloading. 

Each tank is supplied with; Tow Harness;; PVC Ball Valves;; 

Scope of Supply: 

1. 10 Ton Tank with tow harness and tow line. There is a 4 inch Male Camlock (offloading fitting) fitted at the
stern with a 4 inch female to 3 inch male adaptor fitted. The tank has 3 x 3 inch NPT fitting in the top
fitted with caps and a 4 inch NPT fitting at the bow fitted with cap.

2. Groundsheet that the tank is rolled up in and this is black PVC about 450 gsm.
3. Offloading hose 3inch x 3 meter fitted with 3inch Male camlock with cap one end and Female the other.
4. Valve 3 inch Plastic 3 inch NPT female to 3 inch NPT female
5. Valve 3 inch Plastic 3 inch NPT female to 3 inch Male Camlock
6. Valve 3 inch Plastic 3 inch Camlock female to 3 inch Male Camlock
7. Filling Aluminium 3 inch NPT male to 3 inch female Camlock
8. Filling Aluminium 90 degree x 3 inch Camlock male to 3 inch Camlock Female
9. Buoy A2 fitted with shackle for Bow of tank
10. Buoy A2 fitted with shackle for Stern of tank
11. Sea Anchor/Drogue with tow harness
12. Repair Kit with patches white and yellow Glue, roller cable ties and knife in box
13. Instruction manual

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS 



Length 9000 mm 

Width 1270 mm 

Height 1270 mm 

Weight 141 kg 

Capacity 10000 liter 

Tow speed empty 12 knots 

Tow speed full 6 knots 

Material weight 1622 g/m² 

Composition TPU / PVC Blend fabric 


